
Brand book



We are among a new generation of lifestyle brands. We 
offer smart solutions in a unique and contemporary way.
We are bridging an active lifestyle with function and 
urban sophistication. We redefine the way we carry our 
necessities to become the number one lifestyle brand 
for the modern traveler.  

Introduction
We are Douchebags

TRAVEL REDEFINED: 

Db is a Norwegian company specializing in smart travel gear for the action sports community. Founded in 2012 by 
the Swedish freeski legend Jon Olsson and the Norwegian product engineer Truls Brataas, the company has in less 
than four years established itself as a globally recognized brand within sport & lifestyle travel gear. An impressive 
team of ambassadors constantly travel the world with our- award-winning bags, living the company mission of 
making better journeys through smarter travel gear.
Happy Travels!



 ”Whilst traveling weekly, simplicity 
is the key. It’s about substracting the obvio-
us and adding the details.”
-Johnny Edlind, Social media influencer and model



 ”I’m spending more time in 
hotel rooms than my own home.  
So it’s important for me to combine 
style and function for wherever my 
life takes me.”
- Janni Delér, Designer and Social Media Influencer



Be Confident.  
Be Rebellious. Be Creative. 



LIGHTWEIGHT AND 
COMPRESSION. 

MAXIMUM STORAGE 

Rib Cage Technology

 ”When your bag is 
your home, you better have 
a pretty good bag!”
 -Jon Olsson 

Integrated protective ribs for safe transportation.



Add more weight, carry less.
One of our applauded innovations is the patented hook-up 
system, lifting weight off human shoulders by placing it over 
the wheels instead.

The Hook Up
System



The patented Length Adjustment System customizes the length of 
The Douchebag to the length of your skis or snowboard, up to 200cm.

Length Adjustment  
System



Compact Living
Light weight and compressions. Making overweight 
charges history. Maximum storage efficiency whilst not 
in use. Still a perfect fit for every ski or snowboard.



 ”Whilst traveling weekly, simplicity 
is the key. It’s about substracting the 
obvious and adding the details.”
 
-Johnny Edlind, Social media influencer and model



 How many Douchebags does it 
take to carry your gear?




